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 Once upon a time, long, long ago (like the 1960’s) my 

school always took a Christmas field trip downtown where we 

would watch “The Nutcracker Ballet.”  I wasn’t a big fan of the 

finer arts, but it was an afternoon out of the classroom.  I 

remember my mother trying to explain the beauty of ballet (I had 

two left feet) and “The Nutcracker” story to me, but I was more 

interested in softball.  Over the years the one thing which has 

drawn me to “The Nutcracker Ballet” is Tchaikovsky’s musical 

score.  It gets me into the Christmas spirit. 

 

 Who would want to miss Disney magic, mixing “The Nutcracker” with a new fairy tale in “The Nutcracker 

and the Four Realms”?  The opening of the film is beautiful as a soaring owl ushers us into the story as it soars 

above the City of London.  We first meet Clara Stahlbaum (Mackenzie Foy) as she and her brother test a mouse 

trap in the attic of their home.  This isn’t just any mouse trap, but a wonder of physics where the wheels go round 

and round, the levers go up and down, and the marble drops causing the cage of the trap to fall precisely on top of 

the unsuspecting mouse at just the right time.  Clara’s a clever girl. 

 

 It’s Christmas and time for Stahlbaum family to attend the annual Christmas party hosted by an eccentric 

family friend and inventor, Mr. Drosselmeyer (Morgan Freeman).  There’s not much happiness this season for the 

Stahlbaums who recently lost their mother, Marie.  She left each of her children a special gift for their father to give 

them on Christmas.  Clara’s sister receives her mother’s favorite gown; Clara receives a beautiful locked ceramic 

egg.  Strange, where’s the key?  Mr. Stahlbaum (Matthew Macfadyen) puts on a valiant front insisting that it is 

expected that the family attend the party and try to have a good time. 

 

 Shortly after their arrival at Drosselmeyer’s home, Clara makes her way down to the laboratory.  It’s a 

wonderful place filled with his many creations.  Mr. Drosselmeyer appreciates Clara’s interest and her abilities, but 

reminds her that it’s time to check the Christmas tree for presents.  Each child’s name appears on a tag hidden in the 

huge Christmas tree.  Attached to the tag is a golden string which they must follow to find their special gift.  Clara 

follows her string up and down and around the entire house and to an opening which leads her through a magical 

portal into the Four Realms.  At the end of her string, hidden inside the branches of a tree, is a small key – the key 

to open her mother’s beautiful egg.  Just as Clara is about to grab the key a small mouse, guess her trap didn’t work 

so well, steals the key and takes off into the woods.  What can Clara do but follow the tiny creature.  She must gain 

possession of the key. 

 

 Clara’s adventure takes her to the Four Realms, a magical place full of beauty created by Marie.  While in 

the Four Realms she meets Captain Phillip, the Nutcracker (Jayden Fowora-Knight) where she learns that her 

mother was queen of the realms.  He takes her to meet three of the four regents; Sugar Plum (Kiera Knightley) from 

up the Realm of Sweets; Hawthorne (Eugenio Derbez) representing  the Realm of Flowers; and Shivers (Richard E. 

Grant) with the Realm of Snowflakes.  Since Clara’s mother has passed, Clara should now be named the new 

queen.  Sounds pretty sweet, but the realms are full of deceit and struggles for power.  Just who can be trusted?  

What about Mother Ginger (Helen Mirren) who is regent of the Fourth Realm, the Realm of Amusements?  And 

where is that darn mouse with the key? 

 

 So, if you attend “The Nutcracker and the Four Realms,” don’t expect much in the way of ballet or 

Tchaikovsky’s music.  The story is reminiscent of “The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the 

Wardrobe” but doesn’t flow as well.  The costuming and cinematography are beautiful, but the story lacks 

congruency causing it to drag and become difficult to follow.  There are many wonderful characters, but they’re 

never given a chance to be much more than pretty faces.  On a scale of one to four Hart Beats I give “The 

Nutcracker and the Four Realms” TWO HARTS.  Tinkerbelle forgot to sprinkle the Disney magic dust on this one. 

 

  


